
Assembly Bill 953
LONG BEACH POLICE DEPARTMENT



What is AB 953?
Requires law enforcement agencies to collect stop data.

Stop – for purpose of this data collection, defined:
◦ Any detention by a peace officer of a person, or

◦ Any peace officer interaction with a person in which the peace officer conducts a search, including a 
consensual search, of the person’s body or property in the person’s possession or control.

Detention – a seizure of a person by an officer that results from physical restraint, unequivocal 
verbal commands or words or conduct by an officer that would result in a reasonable person 
believing that he or she is not free to leave or otherwise disregard the officer. 

LBPD is required to collect stop data beginning January 1, 2019. 



LBPDs AB953 Program
Collection Mechanism

◦ Officers to use department approved electronic devices (iPhones) 

◦ Application available on Department computers 

Contingency Plan
◦ RIPA Paper template (back-up only when the system is down)



Required Reporting Elements

Information Regarding Stop Information Regarding Person Stopped Information Regarding Officer

1. Date, Time and Duration
2. Location
3. Reason for Stop
4. Stop in Response to CFS
5. Actions Taken During Stop
6. Contraband or Evidence Discovered
7. Property Seized
8. Result of Stop

1. Perceived Race or Ethnicity
2. Perceived Age
3. Perceived Gender
4. Perceived to be LGBT
5. Limited or No English Fluency
6. Perceived or Known Disability

1. Officer’s Identification Number
2. Years of Experience
3. Type of Assignment



Multiple Agencies/Officers
Multiple Agencies

◦ Agency with the jurisdiction collects the data

◦ If other agency not subject to AB953 then LBPD will collect

Multiple Officers
◦ Only one officer to collect the data

◦ Officer with the highest level of engagement

◦ Officer shall include all the actions by each officer



Multiple Persons
When multiple persons in a stop during one incident, stop data shall be submitted for each 
person within a single report

Passengers in Vehicles
◦ Passengers are reportable is observed/suspected of violating the Vehicle code or any other applicable 

law



Exceptions to Collect Stop Data
Public Safety Mass Evacuations

Active Shooter Incidents

Routine Security Screenings



Special Circumstances
Interactions that can occur that are reportable only if a person is detained based on 
individualized suspicion or personal characteristics; and/or where the officer engages in 
“Reportable Actions”. 

Traffic/Crowd Control

Detentions at Residence

Checkpoints/Roadblocks

Warrants

K-12 stop







Initial Log-in



Duration of stop:
• Officer A stops a vehicle for suspected driving 

under the influence (DUI) at 1300 hours. Officer B 
arrives at the scene 15 minutes later and conducts 
a field sobriety test on the driver, who fails the 
tests. Officer B then arrests and takes the driver 
into custody at 1345 hours. This duration would 
be reported at 45 minutes. 

• An Officer begins interviewing witnesses to a 
robbery at 1100 hours. After 30 minutes of 
interviews with different witnesses, the officer 
observes what looks like a switchblade knife 
protruding from the waistband of one of 
witnesses. The officer conducts a search of that 
person. Duration of stop is measured from the 
time the person is searched (1130 hours) and not 
the time during which the officer began interviews 
of witnesses. 



Location:

Address to the nearest 100 block



Message if you miss an item







High Frequency Offender:

Arrested 3 times in the last 18 months


















